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“The celestial demon Army had been preparing for this day for thousands of years, and the final battle 
had finally come. ” 
 
“At this time, a large number of top forces had gathered in the Holy Spirit Galaxy. Whether it was the 
heavenly demon Alliance or the Holy Spirit Army, they were at the top of the outer-realm food chain. ” 
 
“When the great battle started, the entire star field trembled and collapsed under the violent power. ” 
 
“Both sides had countless trump cards, and millions of creatures were killed every second. ” 
 
The mutual consumption process was extremely terrifying. 
 
Even great emperors could be caught off guard by such a destructive blow and die. 
 
“In the face of such a war, the cooperation between forces sometimes had no effect. ” 
 
“Not to mention that the major forces were of different races and had different cultivation systems, but 
more importantly, they had never fought together before. ” 
 
“After all, the Holy Spirit clan had stood at the peak of the firmament world for several eras. No power 
dared to challenge their authority. ” 
 
“In the face of the challenge from the Allied army of the sky demon race, the subsidiary forces of the 
Holy Spirit race had also rushed over. Although they were prepared to fight for this battle, they had 
never thought about how to cooperate with the Holy Spirit race. After all, with so many forces gathered 
together, the overall combat strength was too large. Even the Holy Spirit race could not command it. ” 
 
“After the battle broke out, the performance of the void bugs and the sky machine Army was extremely 
outstanding, and they were the focus of attention in the war. ” 
 
“Even in the face of the powerful members of the Holy Spirit race, they weren’t weak at all. ” 
 
To be called a natural disaster was a symbol of strength. 
 
“The Zerg’s adaptability could grow limitlessly in battle. When all kinds of spells and energy poured at 
them, they could quickly evolve into armor that could adapt to these energies. They could swim through 
the barrage of fire and devour the enemy. ” 
 
“If the Zergs were fearsome because of their terrifying adaptability, then Zero’s celestial machinery 
Army was a cold War machine, as if they were born for war. ” 
 
“Wherever the Super obliteration cannon went, whether one was a God Realm, an ancient God Realm, 
or even a great emperor realm, they would be obliterated along with the surrounding space in an 
instant, turning into nothing. ” 
 



“By developing the power of science and Technology to the extreme, the heavenly machinery Army 
displayed the ultimate ‘destructive power’. ” 
 
“In addition to their highly efficient execution and calculation abilities, the destructive power of the 
heaven’s machinery Army led by zero was even more terrifying than the void bugs. ” 
 
This caused the powerful members of the Holy Spirit race to feel that it was troublesome. 
 
“With absolute rationality, zero would not hesitate to sacrifice a portion of her combat power if 
necessary. ” 
 
“As long as she was certain that it was not worth it to save this part of her forces, or that sacrificing this 
part of her forces could increase her advantage, zero only needed 0.0000001 seconds to make a cruel 
decision. ” 
 
“This was the terrifying aspect of pure technological development. Even if intelligent machines had 
emotions, emotions could not influence any decision they made in war. ” 
 
“In addition to the most outstanding void insect race and the heaven’s machinery Army, the major 
potential forces of the heavenly demons had also developed rapidly with Lu Wu’s support. At this 
moment, they had burst out with their strong combat power. ” 
 
“This was especially so for The Amazing Race in their abyssal Titan form. Each of their punches could 
shatter the void, and their nearly indestructible bodies allowed them to push forward despite the dense 
firepower. They were like huge shields, firmly protecting their allies behind them. ” 
 
This battle was destined to be recorded in the history books of the firmament. 
 
“Under the Furious fire power, the Holy Spirit star area gradually couldn’t resist the enormous energy. It 
started to collapse and spread out. The entire Holy Spirit star area was heading toward destruction. ” 
 
“However, the battle had already begun, and neither side could stop. ” 
 
“When the main forces of both sides clashed, the players activated the power of dark loss precept. ” 
 
“At this moment, their battle prowess skyrocketed, breaking through their original cultivation levels. ” 
 
“Among them, mo Xiaoxin’s performance was the most valiant. ” 
 
“The negative emotions turned into a tangible gray mist and swept forward. All living beings that were 
touched by the power of emotions would have their emotions controlled. The negative emotions kept 
appearing in their minds, and they would eventually turn into idiots or choose to self-destruct because 
they couldn’t bear it. ” 
 
“The power of the emotion seed was the only power that could compete with or even surpass the 
extreme Dao laws at this stage, other than the weapon Master. The terrifying destructive power it 
displayed caused the expressions of the powerhouses in the Holy Spirit Legion who had lived for a long 
time to change drastically. The figure who loved to smile immediately appeared in their minds. ” 



 
The netherworld laughter’s inheritance had appeared! 
 
“Upon realizing this, many of the Holy Spirit clan’s powerhouses immediately chose to approach mo 
Xiaoxin in an attempt to kill him. ” 
 
“In their opinion, the power of the emotion seed was too terrifying. It was a huge hidden danger. If they 
did not remove it, they would inevitably suffer heavy losses because of the other party’s emotion 
power. ” 
 
“Mo Xiaoxin remained calm despite being surrounded. He did not choose to fight head-on. Instead, he 
retreated as he fought. From time to time, he would transform his body into an elemental form and 
escape. This way, the powerhouses who were far stronger than him would not be able to do anything to 
him. ” 
 
The celestial demon Army’s power had clearly exceeded the imagination of the Holy Spirit Army’s major 
factions. 
 
“They had originally thought that although this battle would be tragic, they would be able to completely 
annihilate them. ” 
 
“However, as the war continued, they realized that the sky demon Alliance was not as weak as they had 
imagined. In fact, they were even stronger than they were in some aspects. ” 
 
“For example, God Bei Li who controlled the sky-sealing law, the void Zerg who controlled the strongest 
“”evolution”” law, the new calamity force “”sky machine Army””, and so on … ” 
 
“These forces were far beyond their expectations. They even had a feeling that the outcome of this 
battle would be uncertain. One had to know that before the war started, they all thought that they 
would definitely win. ” 
 
“However, there was no way out at this point. Only the destruction of one side could end this war. ” 
 
“As the intensity of the war gradually increased, after a loud bang, the Holy Spirit star area was 
completely shattered. ” 
 
“The battle power of both sides was pushed far away by the violent power of the collapsing star field. 
The scene became even more chaotic, and a new round of fighting was about to begin … ” 
 
…… 
 
“While the Allied army of the sky demon Army and the HolySpirit Army were fighting, the battle 
between Lu Wu and the HolySpirit King had also begun. ” 
 
“At this time, the two of them were in a void far away from the Holy Spirit star area, and their bodies 
kept crossing each other. ” 
 
Lu Wu only realized how terrifying the spiritking’s abilities were after officially fighting him. 



 
“A seemingly ordinary punch would cause a surge of Saint spirit force to enter his body, and the violent 
force would start to pull at his body. If it wasn’t for the fact that his Weapon Lord was extremely strong 
and could easily disintegrate this force, he would have been instantly torn to pieces. ” 
 
The spiritking’s attacks were not limited to just offense. He was basically invincible in terms of defense 
as well. 
 
“In the state of the sky-opening golden body, he was not affected at all no matter how the weapon 
Grandmaster’s great sky formation crushed him. When the Golden Axe struck, it could even shake the 
weapon Grandmaster’s great sky formation, which also had the power of sky-opening. ” 
 
“After a short fight, Lu Wu felt tremendous pressure. ” 
 
“Although the spiritking would not be able to do anything to him in a short period of time if he relied on 
the undying Weapon Master, he would fail sooner or later if this continued. ” 
 
“Under the order realm, Lu Wu’s combat strength had been increased by 10000 times. However, it was 
still not enough in front of the spiritking who was in the form of the sky-opening golden body. There was 
always a sense of invincibility that was spreading from his body, which affected Lu Wu’s sea of 
consciousness. ” 
 
“While the power of this unrivaled belief made the spiritking feel that he would never be defeated, it 
also made Lu Wu feel that he could not defeat him. ” 
 
He could only use the weapon Grandmaster’s power to defend against the mental Power’s impact while 
controlling the weapon Grandmaster’s great Qi circulation to fight it. 
 
“In fact, up until now, the spiritking had not shown his full combat power at all. It was as if he was 
testing the water, slowly suppressing Lu Wu’s trump card and helping him to improve his combat power. 
” 
 
Lu Wu even had a feeling that the spiritking was guiding him to improve his strength and familiarize 
himself with the use of the weapon Master. 
 
“With such an opportunity, Lu Wu firmly grasped it, and his control of the weapon Grandmaster’s power 
became more and more proficient in the battle. ” 
 
“However, every time Lu Wu’s combat strength increased by a little, the spiritking’s combat strength 
would increase by 20%. This continued to pressure him, forcing him to complete the breakthrough in the 
face of life and death. ” 
 
“Such a battle made Lu Wu feel extremely aggrieved, as if everything was under the spiritking’s control. 
” 
 
He was stronger than before! 
 



“Lu Wu had already noticed that the spiritking had become even stronger. He was still an 
insurmountable mountain, with no end in sight. ” 
 
“But when he thought of the players shouting “”go home”” and his peers who were fighting in the Holy 
Spirit star field, Lu Wu tried his best to improve his strength. ” 
 
“””The weapon Grandmaster plan is my most perfect plan to split the skies. You’re not doing well 
enough. Keep improving, Don’t Let Me Down!”” ” 
 
“With the HolySpirit King’s roar, a golden battle axe was swung at Lu Wu. It passed through Lu Wu’s 
body and pulled out an endless lightning-shaped space crack. ” 
 
“””BOOM!”” ” 
 
“The Golden Axe mark passed through his body, and Lu Wu suddenly felt a sharp pain all over his body, 
as if his body was about to split open, and a crack appeared on his chest. ” 
 
“This force was really terrifying, and in an instant, Lu Wu felt the fear of death approaching. ” 
 
“The divine weapon was activated at this moment, and a majestic soul power poured into Lu Wu’s body, 
instantly repairing his injured body. ” 
 
The spiritking’s smile suddenly froze when he saw this. 
 
“””Soul power! You’re the one who stole the Dao integration laws!”” ” 
 
The spiritking had already realized something. The laws of the Dao integration he had created had been 
stolen by this opponent. 
 
“””It’s me!”” At this moment, Lu Wu had nothing to hide, so he said frankly. ” 
 
“Even the spiritking, who was as calm as a mountain, could not help but feel furious after learning about 
this. This was because, before this, the Dao integration nomological laws had been the greatest help for 
him to break through his current realm. He had Great Expectations for this, or he would not have spent 
several epochs to build it. He did not expect that the thief he had been painstakingly searching for was 
the one in front of him. ” 
 
“””After this battle, I’ll return it to its rightful owner!”” The spiritking’s voice turned cold. ” 
 
“””I’ll wait for you to come and get it!”” ” 
 
…… 
 
“At that moment, the spiritking’s battle prowess instantly increased by several times. ” 
 
“In the face of the spiritking in such a state, Lu Wu could only be suppressed. Fortunately, he had a 
constant supply of soul power, or he would have died. ” 
 



“Even though they were in the same realm, there was still a huge difference in battle. ” 
 
“This was because not only was the spiritking invincible within his own cultivation level, but he had also 
challenged those at a higher cultivation level throughout his journey, reaching his current level one step 
at a time. ” 
 
“There was a huge gap between Lu Wu and the spiritking, whether it was in terms of ability control or 
combat awareness. ” 
 
“In a continuous battle, this gap was extremely obvious. ” 
 
“However, in the process of continuous self-healing, Lu Wu’s strength was also improving rapidly. ” 
 
“Due to the huge gap between them, Lu Wu was the one who treated the spiritking as a Whetstone. On 
the other hand, the spiritking could not increase his combat strength because he could not feel the 
pressure of battle. ” 
 
“However, this was what the spiritking wanted. ” 
 
“Since he had no opponents, he would create one. ” 
 
“Although he was angry that Lu Wu had stolen the “”Dao integration law”” that he had spent a lot of 
effort to create, he was more eager to have an opponent who was strong enough to compete with him. 
” 
 
“He was willing to help Lu Wu grow, just for the final battle at the peak. ” 
 
“It was just like when he and Ming Xiao had fought for hundreds of years. During that time, their battle 
strength had been constantly improving, and Ming Xiao had finally helped him to break through. ” 
 
The spiritking also wanted to see his opponent become stronger in battle. 
 
“This battle lasted for 50 years. While the spiritking was torturing Lu Wu, he was also teaching him how 
to control the power of a weapon Grandmaster like a teacher. ” 
 
“And Lu Wu didn’t let him down. With his “”super creation”” ability, his perception was different from 
the past, and he grew rapidly in battle. ” 
 
Every failure was a transformation in Lu Wu’s strength. 
 
“However, what Lu Wu found hard to accept was that the spiritking’s combat strength was still like a 
bottomless pit, increasing with his strength. ” 
 
“However, Lu Wu didn’t choose to give up, because there were still friends waiting for his triumphant 
return. ” 
 



“With a roar, Lu Wu entered the weapon Grandmaster’s great heavenly cycle formation. With himself as 
the main weapon spirit, he controlled the great heavenly cycle formation to suppress the spiritking once 
again. ” 
 
“Faced with Lu Wu’s attack, the spiritking raised his golden battle axe and slashed out a golden seal, just 
like before. ” 
 
“As the two golden forces collided and squeezed each other, the weapon Grandmaster’s great Qi 
circulation shook violently. He was gradually unable to withstand the attack of the axe seal and was 
forced back. Lu Wu’s body was also separated from the great Qi circulation, and blood was flowing out 
of his mouth. ” 
 
“””Again, you piece of trash. The power of a weapon Grandmaster is a waste in your hands!”” Seeing 
this, the spiritking roared and took a step forward, grabbing Lu Wu in his hand. The sky-opening Golden 
Axe in his right hand disappeared, and his fists landed on Lu Wu’s face continuously. ” 
 
“However, the spiritking smiled as he swung his sword. ” 
 
“Because Lu Wu’s growth rate was actually far beyond his imagination, he was looking forward to Lu Wu 
who had been honed for hundreds of years. ” 
 
“That was the opponent he wanted, someone he could fight with all his might! ” 
 
…… 
 
In the area where the Holy Spirit star area used to be. 
 
“After 50 years of fierce battle, this area had long been shrouded in darkness, and not even a trace of 
light could enter this area. ” 
 
“However, even in such a harsh environment, the battle was still ongoing. ” 
 
“At this moment, the Holy Spirit race’s original huge advantage no longer existed, and the players, who 
relied on soul power to support themselves, instead gained a slight advantage. ” 
 
“The reason was also very simple, because they had a huge amount of soul coins as support. ” 
 
“Although the consumption of spirit power in battle was also very large, they could still absorb spirit 
power from the enemies they killed. ” 
 
This was also the key reason why Lu Wu felt that the Allied army of the sky and the demons would win 
in the end. 
 
“The players were never afraid of anyone, even the Holy Spirit Army. ” 
 
“With the support of the Dao integration laws, they were like gods, becoming more and more 
courageous as they fought! ” 
 



“Year 18, Hu He broke through to great emperor after dying 412 times. ” 
 
“On the 24th year, ao Jian, who had died 542 times, broke through to great emperor. ” 
 
“In the same year 24, seven great emperors had died 234 times. ” 
 
“On the 25th year, Yuan Fang broke through to the great emperor realm and comprehended the 
Supreme indestructible body … ” 
 
…… 
 
“In the 50th year, mo Xiaoxin completed his breakthrough after absorbing a large amount of negative 
emotions from the battlefield. He reached the late stage of the destruction realm and became the true 
Grim Reaper on the battlefield … ” 
 
“The war had continued until now, and the outcome was gradually clear. ” 
 
The only variable was the battle between Lu Wu and the spiritking. 
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